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Masterfile Use one of these rescue sources to find a deal for your home project last updated on October 20, 2020 You have a deadline looming. However, instead of doing your work, you're getting what you're doing with various things like checking email, social media, watching videos, browsing blogs and forums. You know you should work, but you don't
feel like doing anything. We are all familiar with the phenomenon of procrastination. When we postpone, we waste our free time and postpone the important tasks we should do until it's too late. And when it's really too late, we panic and want to start early. Chronic procrastinators know they have spent years of their life curled up in this cycle. Postponing,
postponing things, relaxing, hiding from work, facing work only when it is inevitable, then repeating this loop all over again. It's a bad habit that eats us away and prevents us from getting higher results in life. Don't let procrastination take your life. Here, I'll share my personal steps on how to stop procrastination. These 11 steps will certainly apply to you too:1.
Break your work in Small StepsPart of the reason we procrastinate is because subconsciously, we find work too overwhelming for us. Break it down into small parts, then focus on one side at the time. If you still postpone the load after breaking it down, then break it down even further. Soon, your task will be so simple that you'll think Gee, this is so simple that
I might as well just do it now!. For example, I am currently writing a new book (on to achieve anything in life). Large-scale book writing is an enormous project and can be overwhelming. However, when I break it down in phases, it would - (1) Research (2) Decide the topic (3) Creating outline (4) Developing content (5) Writing chapters #1 to #10, (6) Review (7)
etc. Suddenly seems very manageable. What I do then is focus on the immediate phase and make it to my best ability without thinking about the other phases. When it's done, I'll move on to the next one.2. Change the environmentAverage differences have a different impact on our productivity. Look at your desk and your room. Do they make you want to
work or do they make you want to curl up and sleep? If it is the latter, you should look to change the workspace. One thing to note is that an environment that makes us feel inspired before can lose its effect after a period of time. If that's the case, then it's time to change things. See Steps #2 and #3 of 13 strategies to start your productivity, which talks about
restructuring your environment and workspace.3 Create a detailed timeline with specific deadlinesWith only 1 deadline your work. That's because we feel like we have time and we keep pushing everything back until it's too late. Break down the project (see the tip #1), and then create a specific deadlines for each small task. That way, you know you have to
complete each task by a certain date. Your timelines must be robust, too - for example, if you don't finish this today, it will jeopardize everything you planned afterwards. This creates the urgency to act. My goals are broken down into monthly, weekly, even up to daily to-do lists, and the list is a call to action that you must achieve this by the specified date,
otherwise my goals will be put off. Here are more tips on setting deadlines: 22 Tips for Effective Deadlines4. Eliminate your Pit-Stops procrastinationIf you're postponing a little too much, maybe it's because it makes it easier for you to postpone. Identify your long-time browser bookmarks and move them to a separate, less accessible folder. Turn off the
automatic notification option in the email client. Get rid of the distractions around you. I know some people want out of the way and delete or disable their Facebook accounts. I think it's a bit drastic and extreme that addressing procrastination is more about being aware of our actions than countering through self-binding methods, but if you think that's what it
takes, go for it.5 Stay with the people who inspire you to take actionTo be pretty sure that if you just spend 10 minutes talking to Steve Jobs or Bill Gates, you'll be more inspired to act than if you've spent 10 minutes doing nothing. The people we're with influence our behaviors. Of course, spending time with Steve Jobs or Bill Gates every day is probably not a
feasible method, but the principle applies – the hidden power of every person around youIdentify the people, friends or colleagues who trigger you - most likely go-getters and hard workers - and stay with them more often. Soon you will inculcate their unity and spirit. As a personal development blogger, I hang out with inspiring personal development experts
by reading their blogs and corresponding lye to them regularly via email and social media. It's communication through the new media and it all works the same.6. Get a BuddyHaving a companion makes the whole process a lot more fun. Ideally, your friend should be someone who has his own set of goals. You will both be held accountable for your goals and
plans. While it is not necessary for both of you to have the same goals, it will be even better if necessary, so that you can learn from each other. I have a good friend I talk to regularly, and we always ask each other about our goals and progress towards achieving those goals. Needless to say, we spurs to continue to take action.7 Tell others about your
goalsThis serves the same function as #6 on a larger scale. Tell everyone colleagues, acquaintances and family about your projects. Now, whenever you see them, they are bound to ask you about your status on these projects. For example, sometimes I announce my projects on the Personal Blog of Excellence, Twitter and and my readers will ask me about
them on an ongoing basis. It's a great way to hold me accountable to my plans.8 Looking for someone who has already achieved the resultWhat is it that you want to achieve here, and who are the people who have achieved this already? Go and find them and connect with them. Seeing living proof that your goals are very achievable if you take action is one
of the best triggers for action. 9. Re-Clarify your goalsIf you have been procrastinating for a long time, it may reflect a misalignment between what you want and what you are currently doing. We often exceed our goals as we discover more about ourselves, but we do not change our goals to reflect this. Leave work (a short holiday will be good, otherwise just
a weekend break or staycation will do it too) and take some time to regroup you. What exactly do you want to get? What should you do to get there? What are the steps to take? Does your current work align with that? If not, what can you do about it?10. Stop complicating complicating thingsYou wait for a perfect time to do so? That maybe now is not the best
time because of reasons X, Y, Z? Give up that thought because it's never a perfect time. If you're waiting for one, you'll never accomplish anything. Perfectionism is one of the biggest reasons for procrastination. Read more about why perfectionist tendencies can be a bane than an advantage: Why being a perfectionist can't be so perfect.11 Get a Grip and
Just Do ItAt the end of the year, it boils down to taking action. You can do all the strategies, planning and hypothesis, but if you don't take action, nothing will happen. Occasionally, i get readers and customers who keep complaining about their situations, but they still refuse to take action at the end of the day. Reality Check:I have not heard anyone postpone
their path to success before and I doubt it will change in the near future. Orice ar fi, sunteți amânarea pe, dacă doriți să-l face, aveți nevoie pentru a obține o prindere pe tine și o fac. Bonus: Gandeste-te ca un RhinoMore Sfaturi pentru Procrastinators pentru a începe să luați ActionFeatured fotografie de credit: Malvestida Magazine prin intermediul
unsplash.com border = 2&gt; MATERIALS LIST - DESK Cheie Nr. Size and description (use) A 2 3/4 x 25 x 28-7/8 plywood (side) B 2 3/4 x 15 x 28-7/8 plywood (shelf) C 3 3/4 x 5 x 15 plywood (cleat) D 1 3/4 x 2-3/4 x 16-1/2 poplar (toe kick) E 4 3/4 x 3-1/2 x 9-3/4 poplar (short rail) F 2 3/4 x 3-1/2 x 20-3/4 poplar (mullion) G 4 3/4 x 3-1/2 x 23 poplar (rail) H 4
3/4 x 3-1/2 x 27-3/4 poplar (stile) I 2 1-1/2 x 3-1/2 x 9-3/4 poplar (short rail) J 1 1-1/2 x 3-1/2 x 20-3/4 poplar (mullion) K 2 1-1/2 x 3-1/2 x 23 poplar (rail) L 2 1-1/2 x 3-1/2 x 27-3/4 poplar (style) M 1 1/4 x 16-1/2 x 25 (back) N 1 3/4 x 5 x 28-1/2plywood (cleat) O1 1 3/4 x 8 x 28-1/2 plywood (back cleat) O2 1 3/4 x 3 x 27 plywood (cleat) P 1 3/4 x 30 x 46-1/2
plywood ( desktop) Q1 1 3/4 x 7/8 x 48 48 (edge) Q2 2 3/4 x 7/8 x 30 poplar (edging) R 4 3/4 x 8 x 9 plywood (partition) S 1 3/4 x 8-1/4 x 45 plywood (top) T 1 3/4 x 8 x 45 plywood (shelf) U 2 3/4 x 6 x 8 plywood (shelf) V 2 3/4 x 8 x 20-3/4 plywood (side) W 2 3/4 x 8-1/4 x 31-1/4 plywood (side) X1 4 3/4 x 7/8 x 5-7/8 poplar (facing) X2 2 3/4 x 7/8 x 8-7/8 poplar
(facing) X3 2 3/4 x 7/8 x 30-7/16 poplar (facing) X4 2 3/4 x 7/8 x 31-5/16 poplar (facing X5 1 3/4 x 7/8 x 31-3/8 poplar (facing) X6 1 3/4 x 7/8 x 44-7/8 poplar (facing) Y 1 1/4 x 31-3/4 x 46 plywood (back) Z 2 3/4 x 4 x 18 poplar (drawer side) AA 1 3/4 x 4 x 12-1/2 poplar (drawer front) BB 1 3/4 x 3-1/2 x 12-1/2 poplar (drawer back) CC 1 1/4 x 13 x 17-1/2plate
(sertar) DD 1 3/4 x 5-1/4 x 14-3/4 poplar (drawer face) EE* 1 118 drawer parts (AccuridE No. 3037-18) FF** 1-1/4-dia. button (Hafele No. 13893100) Misc.: No. 20 merge plates; 2 No.8 fh woodscrews; 1-1/4 No. 8 fh woodscrews; 3/4 No. 6 rh woodscrews;6d and 3d finishing nails; Wire firs of 1; birch veneer (Rockler no. 10801);grommet (Rockler no. 14598);
glue; sandpaper; latex primer and malt. Notes: All sizes of birch veneer plywood include veneer tape, if applicable. * Available from Rockler Woodwork and Hardware, 4365 Dr. Willow, Medina, MN 55340 (Stock No. 32821) ** Hafele America Co., 3901 Dr. Cheyenne, PO Box 4000, Archdale, NC 27263 Children are not known for their neat work habits – nor
are there many adults, for that matter. But at least with children, there is always hope that they can learn something better. Of course, the right office can help. Our design provides enough work area and storage space. The desktop is large enough to host a computer, and still has room for software, documents, and books. The pedestal offers a drawer for
smaller light objects, and two deep shelves can hold a small printer and other consumables. The storage shelf has plenty of space for CDs, tapes and collectibles. The desk is made of birch plywood with a poplar-banding edge, and the pieces are held together with joining plates, nails, screws and glue. Any beginner can build. Its construction is so robust, it is
almost impossible to damage it, and it unassembles to make it easier to move - a handy feature when carrying it from the store to the bedroom. Making Piedestal Rip Parts and Crosscut Plywood Parts to Size. Guide the circular saw using a straight stripe attached to the panel (Photo 1). Note that a thin 40-tooth blade was used for these cuts. Then use an iron
to apply birch veneer edge tape on plywood pieces (Photo 2). Allow the veneer to cool to room temperature before trimming it to length and width using a sharp chisel (Photo 3). If the veneer tears out as it is trimmed, cut from the opposite direction. Then the locations of the slots of the joint plate in the parts of the pedestal. The joining plates hold the pieces in
position, and the screws are used to pull the pieces together. The screw heads are hidden under the applied grids. Applied. the slits of the joint plate in the parts of the pedestal using the carpentry of the plate. For the slots at the top and bottom of the sides of the pedestal, fix a high fence on the workbench. Then snap a pedestal part to the fence, and cut the
slots with the plate joinery held against the workbench (Photo 4). To cut the slots in the center of a panel, drop a straight stripe over the panel to guide the plate carpenter (Photo 5). To cut the slots on the ends and clamps on the shelf, hold the workpiece on the bench and use the top as a recording surface (Photo 6). Pilot drilling holes and contrasink through
the sides of the pedestal to join the sides, shelves and crampons. Install the merge plates in the side panels and check the match of the parts before the assembly sequence (Photo 7). Building office Now assemble the pedestal sides, shelves and pads, without using glue in the joints of the plate. Pilot bore holes in the ends of shelves and pads. Then drive the
screws to secure the sides of these parts (Photo 8). Rip and crosscut the poplar leg kick to size, and cut the adhesion card slots into its top edge. Spread glue in slots and on plates. Grab it in place until the glue is set. Break and cross all parts of the grid and mark the parts for joining the plates. Use two plates at each joint on the open grid. When cutting the
slits at the end of the poplar pieces, fix the workpiece on the bench. To assemble either the grid, first spread glue on the joint plates and in the slots of the plate. Paste and pin together the cross pieces in the center of the grid (Photo 9). When the adhesive is dry, glue and glue the horizontal pieces at the top and bottom of the cross, and then glue and glue the
two vertical pieces to the assembly. Cut the notch of the tray on top of the pedestal grid and the open grid. Then cut the 3/4-in.deep rabble on the open grid stile using a router and straight bit. After cutting, place the ends with a chisel (Photo 10). Place the pedestal on one side and place one of the pedestal grids on it. Clip the pedestal grid, and nail it in place
without using glue. Nails the grid from the finger kick (Photo 11). Cut the pedestal on the back and catch it instead. Then, apply birch veneer edge tape to the exposed edges of the front and back clamps that join the pedestal and the open grille. Cut the slots of the joint plate into vertical rear strokes and the edge of the rear clamp. Install the joint plates with
glue and clamp these clamps together. This set of tray is installed when the pedestal and the open grid are joined. Break and cross the edges of the desktop poplar. Glue and clip them at the top, and fasten them with nails 6d finish, so they are on the same level as the top, but bottom of 1/8 inch. Build the storage shelf Use a router and a straight bit to cut the
notch in the back of the desktop (Photo 12). Apply birch veneer tape to the upper edges of the storage shelf parts and use the router with an edge guide to cut the off-side rabbet. Then square the rabble using a chisel chisel 13). Square the ends to be cut with a chisel. Then he carried the grommet hole at the top. Cut the slots of the joint plate for the storage
shelf. Start assembling the storage shelf by spreading the adhesive into slits and on plates for the joints between the partitions and the top. Join these parts and drive the 6d finishing balls to fasten the joints (Photo 14). Clamp these joints until the glue sets. Glue and clip short shelves to the inner sides. Then glue and glue these parts to the bottom of the
middle shelf (Photo 15). Glue and fasten the top and shelf assembly, then drive the finishing balls through the shelf to the inside (Photo 16). Glue and nails poplar facing instead. Then, trim the slots of the merge plate on the desktop to locate the storage shelf. Install the glue plates, and then place the storage shelf on the desktop. Screw the workspace onto
the storage shelf (Photo 17). Make the drawer pieces poplar, fasten the pieces together and use glue and finishing nails 6d to fix them (Photo 18). Install the bottom of the drawer. Mount the drawer pieces on the sides of the pedestal and on the sides of the drawer. Then the test fits the drawer in the pedestal. Cut the front of the drawer to size and screw it
with the drawer box. Then install the pull of the drawer. Use screws, but not glue, to fix the clamps between the open and pedestal grid. Place the assembly on the desktop shelf above the base. Then pilot holes drilling and countersink through the clamps and at the bottom of the desktop. Screw the workspace and storage shelf to the base (Photo 19). To
finish the office, set all finishing nails, and fill the holes. Sand all surfaces using 180-stone sandpaper and lighten the edges. Apply a layer of latex primer. Lightly primer sand, then apply two layers of semigloss latex paint. This content is created and maintained by a third party and imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be
able to find more information about this content and similar content at piano.io piano.io
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